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The Professional and the Club:
It’s a Value Proposition
By Bob Mulcahy, CEO, Golf Business Network
The golf program is innovative, well-managed and a point of pride for the club. The head
professional has a fine rapport with the membership and with fellow department heads.
At contract renewal, compensation numbers are not only fair but generous—because the
club is firmly committed to retaining their professional’s services.
That little description is every GBN member’s desired scenario. The formula for making it come true is what I call the Value Proposition. It applies to big corporations and to
the club professional equally, so let me test out an analogy.
When corporate earnings are announced each quarter, they cause a rise in a company’s stock price for one reason—because they “exceed analyst’s expectations,” as the
business reporters say. The corporation getting a bump in share price faced challenges,
tried new solutions, competed admirably and ended up in a good place—in the eyes of
the investors. It doesn’t mean their earnings went up. It simply means they “played the
hand they were dealt” with skill and determination.
A head golf professional and his or her staff are like a company on the stock exchange, and club membership is like the investment community watching and judging
results. Think about your role as a working professional in this light and I’m confident
you will help your cause. Job security is a wonderful thing, especially in today’s environment, but it’s not so great if you are under-compensated. The thoughts offered below
aim to cover both goals—long-term employment status with a fair and healthy compensation package.
No two jobs are just alike and no two
golf professionals bring the same assets
and skills. Therefore, think about your
Value Proposition as a formula that:
• is unique to your individual style and
talents
• is calibrated or adjusted to fit the club
you’re serving
• gets adjusted over time to fit changing
conditions or circumstances at the club.

Achieving an increase in your
value begins with managing or
even defining expectations.

I think we can agree that increasing
your value is accomplished through exceeding expectations. That being the
case, remember that expectations can
only be exceeded when they have been
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defined. Translation: Achieving an increase
in your value begins with managing or even
defining expectations.
Let’s jump back to the corporation reporting its earnings at the end of a quarter.
If you watch enough TV interviews with top
executives, you’ll see instances where a
quarterly report sends the share price down
because investors and analysts criticized
some area of performance that top management considers unimportant.
“Our profits were up,” the CEO will say,
“but the Street took issue with our loss of
market share in XYZ country. They don’t get
that we’re walking away from that market
because of high tariffs and political unrest.”
Top management was basically right, but
they took a hit based on expectations and
external perceptions. Let’s try and prevent
that in the performance of your golf operation. Start by understanding where the expectations and perceptions take place. Five
different groups or audiences are actually
doing this, in different ways:
• Your staff
• Other department heads
• General Manager
• Club Leadership
• Rank and file Membership

but increasingly common, for staff members to become chatty and indiscreet with
members.)
• Setting measurable goals and monitoring
those goals on a consistent basis?
• Staff strengths and weaknesses. Where
there’s a weakness, can training and teaching turn it into a strength? If not, that’s an
issue to keep in mind for the next hire.
• The impression your operation makes.
The goal is a visual appearance that borders on immaculate at all times. It is amazing how people like to point out deficiencies. Don’t give them the opportunity.
• Member communication. Be proactive
A head golf professional and his and always communicate in a positive
manner.
or her staff are like a company
• Customer Service. This is your most
on the stock exchange, and
valuable asset.
club membership is like the inIf you manage the points above with your
vestment community watching
Value Proposition in mind, you’ll be ahead
of the game. But there is an even more suband judging results.
tle level where expectations need some
management and your Value Proposition can rise or fall. It’s like
the CEO says in the interview—our stock went down because
of something trivial or marginal. OK, sure, but it still went down,
when it probably didn’t have to.
With that analogy in mind, some thoughts for you to consider:
• Respect the lines of authority. Whether you believe the
lines are correct or not, a lack of respect for them can be
disastrous.
• Define the expectations other department heads have
of you. Do not take this for granted or assume you understand their expectation level. You may be surprised by
what you find out.
• Load your allies with information they can use positively. It is often said that information empowers. Providing
your allies with factual information assists them in having
positive and proactive conversations with those in
decision-making positions.
• Make the programs fresh and energetic each year—even when there are
no fundamental changes. Challenge your
staff at the end of each year to come up
with new ideas for events and programs
that show your desire to improve and not
simply remain status quo.
• Understand past trends and events.
This will help you avoid the same mistakes
and utilize trends to properly forecast for
the future.

It has been my experience that each one of these areas will
most likely require different strategies, techniques, and approaches. Overall, there are some important guidelines to follow, which are:
• Make communication as personal in nature as possible.
• Be proactive and creative in your communication. Communicate on a consistent basis that fits within your personality.
• Use technology as your friend and asset. Technology is
here to stay and you need to stay abreast of it.
There are duties and functions that a head professional always needs to perform. My point in this
column is not to toss those aside and hand
you all-new responsibilities. What matters
is that you think about the Value Proposition in your every-day, every-season
course of business. Say to yourself: “I’m
creating a personal value strategy, so that
the golf program succeeds in the eyes of
anyone and everyone who is judging it
against their preconceived notions and
expectations.”
Now, down to the specifics:
• Staff training. In today’s environment
this is much more than simply proper
procedures. Ask yourself, am I:
• Teaching my staff the attitude I
expect them to deliver on a daily
basis?
• Demanding loyalty to me, and to
fellow staffers? (It’s unfortunate,

Say to yourself: “I’m creating a
personal value strategy, so that
the golf program succeeds in
the eyes of anyone and everyone who is judging it against
their preconceived notions and
expectations.”
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When you look at your every-day, everyseason challenge and duties through the
Value Proposition lens, you may end up
putting effort into certain activities and relationships that you would otherwise treat
lightly or even ignore. This may take some
getting used to. When you end up bettercompensated and more secure in your position, it will become second-nature.

GREEN GRASS ONE OFFERS RETAIL SOLUTIONS

Building a Successful Apparel Buy for 2012
By Leigha Main, Retail Consultant, Green Grass One
Set your sales forecasts by category
The most important step in purchase planning is determining your sales goals by category. There are two key
pitfalls that having a sales goal will help you avoid. One
is having too much inventory at the end of the year—often a function of overbuying. The second is falling short
of your sales goal, often caused by not having enough
product, and/or not quite having the correct product mix.

Golf shop merchandising is part art, part science. To do it
well requires a visual, aesthetic sense along with mastery
of the numbers—inventory in units and dollars, projected
(and actual) sales volume, price points and maintained
margins—all those technical considerations.
Since apparel is the single biggest category we buy,
stock and sell, let’s focus on it. And at the risk of being a
killjoy, I’ll begin by saying there’s a myth about apparel
buying, that it’s a highly creative endeavor. True, the
merchandiser is aided by having a visual knack for recognizing trends ahead of the curve and inspiring the customer with new looks and styles. But mostly the process
of buying is numbers-based and methodical. We study
and analyze our customer, we survey available goods to
assess their potential, and we understand our selling
space—both its potential and its limitations.
The devil is in the details, in other words. With that in
mind, here are some thoughts and tools designed to
bring a valuable discipline and consistency to your apparel buying—with sell-through, profit and customer satisfaction as the goals.
Set the direction for your shop
Take some time to reflect on the
current direction of your shop specific to apparel, including men’s,
women’s and juniors. Reflect first on
the trends taking place in your own
customer base—sales increasing or
decreasing, activity among female
members, energy level within the
club, etc.
Having done that, analyze current market trends taking place beyond your club’s front gates. One
particularly relevant retail trend is
the emergence of moderate-price,
high-fashion retailers like H&M and
Top Shop as well as ultra premium
couture designers delivering ‘capsules’ for mass merchants like Target (Missoni for Target). These retailers are among the most successful in the market right now. They sell
the bulk of their ‘high fashion’ merchandise under $60 at retail.

Shaping the Buy
There are and should be several brands that are core to
your men’s business and ladies’ business, respectively.
These are brands and vendors that you consider partners in your selling effort. They tend to be part of your
merchandise mix every year, spurring a decision not
about whether to bring them in but simply how many
collections you should order.
There should also be a selection of brands that are
new to your shop annually, suppliers that are among the
top sellers elsewhere but so far not part of your program.
You choose them because they hit a price point you
don’t currently carry or they offer a silhouette or fabric
you have specific requests for
from your clientele.
A timely example of this is the
call from female customers for that
“slightly longer sleeve length.” It is
always a challenge for us as buyers when we have our customers/
members asking for items that
simply aren’t being delivered from
our designers. Great buyers will
seek out brands that fill specific
needs like this.

Tips for Shaping the Buy:
View as many brands as you
can, including those you aren’t
necessarily going to carry or
haven’t in the past. It’s important
to know why you’ve selected the
lines you’ll be carrying and passed
on the brands and looks you won’t
be carrying. It will position you to
give a candid, well-considered
Understand how your sales break down within your
customer base and learn what your top customers want. answer to a customer/member
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who asks about your choices.
Write orders early. Vendors will typically have built
their wholesale inventories long before you even view
them. There is a finite amount of product available. The
earlier you write the more chance you’ll have to choose
from the very best sku’s
Be balanced as you add or subtract brands. It is
equally detrimental to your success to “keep everything
the same” as it is to have “too much that’s new.” Stay
conscious of the vital balance between those two sales
crushing extremes.
Managing the Buy
This last step is where many of us fall down. Managing
the buy means tracking what you’re actually spending
against your forecast. Reconciling to your forecast will
help you identify the condition of being overspent or underspent versus your goal. Identify and rectify any problems early—don’t wait to see if your sales somehow
catch up with your purchases.
As noted, there are two distinct ways we end up with
too much inventory at year’s end. One is falling short of
your sales goal and the other is overbuying. Some of the

Great Buyers will seek out brands that fulfill needs that consumers are
requesting such as “slightly longer sleeve lengths” for womens’ shirts.

reasons why we fall short of our sales goal are within our
control. Implementing a good promotional plan, keeping
to a logical markdown calendar and spreading the sales
effort across our entire team are all steps we can take to

Reconcile your forecast to help identify overspending or underspending versus your goal. Identify and rectify any problems early—don’t wait to see if
your sales somehow catch up with your purchases. Green Grass One can provide you with planning worksheets such as this one.
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help ensure that goals are reached. Factors like poor
weather and unforeseen outing cancellations are less
predictable factors that cause a missed sales goal.
Overbuying is 100 percent within the merchandiser’s
control. Be disciplined to ensure you plan purchases in
each category that match what you plan to sell.

Most shops should have essential programs for men’s
polo’s, shorts, pants and perhaps an outerwear item.
The key to an essential program is maintaining an inventory position that means you will ‘never miss a sale’.
Ensure you have a process in place to have these items
filled in often (weekly, bi-weekly).
Be conscious to communicate this priority to your
staff so everyone can sell these items often and with
confidence. Simultaneously, communicate this great
availability of essentials to your members. Great essential
programs help ensure you have most things for most
people (e.g., size small for men, size 2 for women).
Again, be sure this message is reaching your customer.

Top 5 Steps You Can Take to Improve Your
Apparel Buys in 2012
1. Buy to your fixtures
Count the number of fixtures available to you for each
category. If your shop has eight fixtures available for
men’s apparel, buy to fill that capacity, including re-stock
purchases where applicable.
Count the number of units and styles that will comfortably fit on each fixture. If your fixtures all hold 38-44
pieces comfortably keep that in mind when you are writing. Be cautious of buying more units from a collection
than will fit on a fixture. Back stock of sizes is okay if that
is part of your shop strategy, back stock of whole ‘styles’
that won’t fit in your space likely doesn’t make sense.

4. State your inventory goals at the beginning of each
appointment
Ideally you have built out your buy plan to get you down
to the unit level.
State your goal the beginning of the appointment. For
example, tell the rep: “‘I have put aside 80 units for brand
X’ for spring 2012.” If the collections or the brand has
more product than you think you need you can always
add or subtract from your original goal. To make the best
use of your time and the rep’s time, know the type of buy
you had in mind and communicate that clearly.

2. Use a logical piece-count for each silhouette
Every shop will be unique in terms of its proper ratio
among tops, bottoms and second-layer pieces, but balance is key.
A common recipe for a successful ladies’ apparel buy
(for a single collection) would be 7 – 8 polos, 3 – 4 bottoms and 1 – 2 second-layer pieces (each with depth of
3 – 4 units). Following this formula will set the collection
up to present well visually and increase your likelihood of
selling multiple units to each customer.

5. Add a brand for men and for women that is completely out of your comfort zone, new to you and to
your shop
There should always be some movement of new
brands in and out of your golf shop but I would encourage at least one brand that is completely new to you for
both men’s and women’s apparel each season
It could be a price point you don’t typically sell (entry
price point “fashion” is too often missing from private
clubs), a genre you don’t normally sell (athletic, European
etc.) or perhaps a brand that caters to an age group or fit
you don’t normally offer (a
brand that skews younger
or a brand known to be
more form-fitting.)

3. Have good essential programs for men’s and
women’s apparel, tops and bottoms

Shaping the Buy: View as many brands as you can, including those you aren’t necessarily going to buy.
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We hope this information is
helpful as you head into
your next wave of purchase
planning activity.
If any of the tools shown
above are of particular interest or you’d like any assistance at all with purchase planning for 2012
and beyond don’t hesitate
to be in touch. You can always contact me at:
leigha@greengrassone.com
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ASSISTANTS CORNER

Valuable Lessons as You Strive for Success
By Bob Mulcahy, CEO, Golf Business Network
Recently, I was asked by GBN Member Brian Dobak to
contribute to his “Pay it Forward” website, which is geared
toward helping young Golf Professionals advance in their
careers. I admire Brian’s enthusiasm and dedication to our
profession, so I was glad to participate. After reviewing the
topics he wanted covered, I realized the material would be
appropriate for our newsletter, and got inspired to share
just a few thoughts.
First and foremost, I have great empathy for our Assistant Golf Professionals as they deal with the current industry landscape. Climbing the career ladder is far more difficult than it was just 10 years ago. The reasons are numerous:
• Golf courses are contracting, compared to a decade
ago when new facilities were opening daily.
• Rounds of golf are declining and people are leaving the
game.
• The job market is far more competitive and there are
fewer jobs available.
But things are not all doom and gloom for the private
club industry. Many leading clubs have re-tooled and reworked their models to survive and succeed. Our leading
Golf Professionals have learned to adapt and have become
more valuable leaders for their clubs in this transition. They
have thought outside the traditional box and will continue
to be successful.
Success in our field may come down to one basic reality—You learn, so you can lead.
Your desire is to be the person who sets the vision, creates an atmosphere, inspires a staff to work hard and work
together. To consistently do that you need to be constantly

learning the nuances of golf operations and business in
general. When your knowledge is continually increasing,
you’re able to adapt. You have answers to the next problem on the horizon. You offer your point of view, you give
direction, and people are glad to follow.
I had the great fortune to spend eight years with Bob
Ross at Baltusrol Golf Club. He was the consummate Golf
Professional and a person I admired every day. What he
taught me is as relevant now as it was back then. Bob’s
requirements of himself were as follows:
• Always treat every member with a positive attitude and
made them feel special in a genuine way.
• Establish yourself as a great teacher of the game of
golf to your students and a teacher of the game of life
to your staff.
• Personally fit people for golf equipment—Bob did this
in an era when clubfitting barely existed on a formal
basis.
• Provide a golf program that is better every year than it
was the previous year.
• Never stay in the office when a member comes into the
golf shop—take every opportunity to have a personal
interaction.
There is no question that Bob Ross was a huge influence in my professional development and I am forever
grateful to him. I was fortunate to have other mentors
through my career that instilled different values and attributes that I incorporated into my management philosophy.
These include:
David Branon, whom I had the pleasure to work for over
an eight-year period at Slazenger Golf. He had a tremendous passion for the Golf Professional that was second to
none and a work ethic that made you envious. He made

GBN’s Platinum Corporate Partners
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me realize that it is possible to follow your dreams as long
you are passionate about those dreams. David was an idealist who believed anything was possible and usually had a
way of making it happen. He was a true motivator of the
people around him.
Geoff Gorman, who was David’s business partner,
shared his passion, but had a different style and wanted to
prove why things work and then build the best product
possible. His work ethic matched David’s and my lesson
from Geoff was that you can build your own style.
Bob and Andy Jones, both of whom I had the pleasure
of working with at Slazenger. Bob Jones was the ultimate
gentlemen. He showed me, a young sales rep, how to
dress for success, how to treat a customer with respect,
and how to handle yourself in difficult situations. I had the
pleasure to work with Bob’s son Andy at Slazenger in some
custom programs for my high-profile accounts. Andy is a
tireless worker who taught me the value of organization.
Jerry Pittman, under whom I worked for a season at
Seminole Golf Club. We had so many memorable discussions about this industry and life’s trials and tribulations—talks I still reflect on. Jerry taught me how to be an
organized businessman and how important financial decisions can be and how to think through those decisions.
All of my mentors were great leaders who exposed me
to a range of leadership skills that I have tried to put into
my own life. They also all possessed a strong work ethic
that is imperative for success. For future success you
need to learn how to be a leader. This comes through observing, asking questions of your mentors, and never losing that desire to be the best.
Recently, a young man came to the office for advice on
whether or not he should pursue a career as a Golf Professional. I told him that if he was willing to work hard, had a
passion for the game of golf, and understood that it takes
time for advancement then he should wholeheartedly pursue a career as a Golf Professional. If you look at all the

successful people in the world they share two common
traits; one, a strong work ethic, and two, an inner passion
for what they do in life. They want to lead, and they do
what’s necessary to be strong leaders. You can start that
process by:
• Learning how the Golf Professional brings value to the
club on a daily basis. As you’re helping this leader to
run a great program, understand why it is a great program so you can build your own vision.
• Taking pride in your appearance and attitude on a daily
basis. Today’s club members are keenly sensitive to
any negativity, as they are coming to the club to escape their own problem-filled world. The stress of the
current marketplace makes this more difficult but it is
critical for you “fake it to make it” if necessary.
• Striving to be the best player you can be and make it
enjoyable for others to play with you. While it is not
necessary be able to win events, it is imperative that
you can make the game enjoyable for others.
• Establishing yourself as a proficient instructor for all
levels of players. Making the game enjoyable is the
only way to keep people in the game, which is critical
to member recruitment and member retention.
• Developing a plan to track people you have met
through your golf activities (member-guests, Pro-Ams,
etc.). These may become valuable references in job
searches in other parts of the country.
My advice to those of you who strive to be the best is to
continue to work on these skills every day and you will realize your full potential. Golf Business Network is committed
to providing the information and services that will assist in
making you stand out. You stand out by being supportive
of your Golf Professional and striving each day to make the
golf experience at your club the very best that it can be.
Take advantage of this information and these services to
build the case for why you are the best choice to run a
club’s golf program.

2012 PGA Show
Look for upcoming announcements regarding a full schedule of
GBN events we’ll be hosting during the PGA Merchandise Show January 24-28. Events include:
• GBN Annual Meetings for our Golf Pro, Instructor and Assistant Pro Divisions.
• The GBN Clubhouse returns as a place for you to conduct business or relax.
• Educational opportunities in our seminar room all day Thursday.
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NO GOLFER LEFT BEHIND INITIATIVE

What Today’s Club Member Wants
As Clubs Restock Memberships and Evolve with
Changing Tastes, Golf Staffs Help Handle the Transitions
By David Gould
Exclusive clubs and the private golf lifestyle took a hit in
the financial meltdown of
2008 and the recession
that’s followed. Golf professionals and their staffs responded by working even
harder in the name of member service. But a close look
at what constitutes great
service in this era brings up
the need to perhaps “work
smarter.” Consistent effort is
vital, but so is a clear sense
of what the newer breed of
members require and want.
As you identify those preferences, it’s relevant to ask
whether the needs of longtime members are also
changing.

calling for a “divide and
conquer” approach among
all staff members.

At many clubs its “out with the old...

A balance has to be struck
between high-energy programming and personal,
one-on-one interactions
with members. To provide a
member with service, you
have to be quite familiar
with that person, which is
hard to do if the staff is
perpetually busy executing
programs, events and
functions.
Anything a head professional can do to understand the overall club environment will greatly assist
in planning and decisionmaking. Steve Skinner,
chief executive office at
Kemper Sports Management, provides some valuable context.

In wide-ranging interviews,
people who’ve pondered
these questions offered
comments that point to
some notable conclusions:

“The top clubs in any town
were always the place
where you could do your
best networking,” says
Skinner, whose company’s
deep portfolio includes private as well as publicaccess golf properties. “That justified the time away from
wife and kids because it ensured the family’s prosperity.”
Clubs still have influential members, he acknowledges,
but “the networks used by business people to get things
done are so complex and wide-ranging that they have
outgrown the old-boy phenomenon” found at most
smaller golf clubs. Golf professionals of the past, according to Skinner, dealt with memberships that were more
naturally unified and less in need of additional bonds to
hold them together.

The value of tradition remains, but cutting-edge programs and a touch of what’s ...and in with the new.
trendy allows the member to
escape to the club without
enduring a stale or stuffy experience.
While clubs now emphasize family activity, golf staffers
must remember the need for male bonding and be able
to help the new guy on the block fit in—a more daunting
task if his familiarity with golf culture is low.
Up-to-date knowledge on technical subjects is crucial to
possess but extremely challenging to keep pace with,
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Eagle Golf, an up-and-coming Dallas-based management firm, relies on its golf professionals to create a welcoming and stimulating environment. But its leadership
would not envy a director of golf whose club lacked a
professional membership director constantly in search of
hot buttons beyond the first tee. Kathryn Comfort, Eagle
Golf’s senior vice president of private club operations,
says the company takes time to “find out what members
like to do outside of the club—hiking, traditional dance,
wine tastings, even riding Harleys—and then bring that
into the club.” In her view, there can always be a golf
course that the husband/dad fancies across town. “He
starts talking about moving from the club they are at,”
Comfort says, “and his wife tells him: ‘No way, my
friends are all there.’”

a level or two. Every day at River Oaks is a demo day,
and we price aggressively—my people don’t go past me
for their equipment,” he says. Davidson is vigilant about
product knowledge, including the skills to fit clubs precisely and understand flexibility and strength as it relates
to swing. Then there’s the sheer extent of product features in both apparel in gear. “A member only asks you a
question once, and if you don’t know, they don’t ask
again,” says Davidson. “No single member of our staff
knows it all—that’s not possible, so we specialize, and
make sure to find the person who’s got expertise on the
area being asked about.”

Innovative, resourceful management seems ever more
critical to club golf. That’s certainly the view from the
oldest and biggest name in the
category, ClubCorp. The ex“A member only asks you a question ecutive vice president of ClubCorp’s golf and country club
once, and if you don’t know, they
division, Mark Burnett, says that
don’t ask again,” says Bruce Davideven unscathed “prestige
son. “No single member of our staff
clubs” in the ivy-covered Northeast are now forced to prospect
knows it all—that’s not possible, so
we specialize, and make sure to find for new members on a fairly
continual basis.

The faltering economy has
sharpened the eye of one already perceptive director of
golf, GBN member Bruce
Davidson, a veteran of the
Houston landmark, River Oaks
Country Club. It has shown
Davidson the need for flexibility
in merchandising and a systhe person who’s
tematic command of current
product-and-service knowlarea being asked
edge. “I had to decide to eliminate some vendors and run
leaner inventories,” say Davidson. “There wasn’t a lot of
anxiety in that, in terms of the message it sent, because
my members had become more price-conscious themselves.” It was clear to River Oaks leaders—and welcome—that their membership was getting younger.
Davidson studied his 30- and 40-something arrivals and
realized they“came with different expectations” about
what the club should be all about. “They step on the first
tee in golf shoes I wouldn’t wear,” he says, half-joking.
“They’re a different breed, so we’ve changed. The consumer dictates what the vendor sells, no matter where
you are.”

got expertise on the
about.”

“Our optimism about growth
potential is based on what
we’re able to bring in the way of
creative and vibrant programming,” says Burnett. His
group is in search of nothing less than, in his words, “the
club of the future.” To that end, ClubCorp conducts consumer research in many varied directions. “What we’ve
learned moves us toward quality without formality,” he
says, “the great meal you can enjoy with friends but
there’s no white tablecloth and no $30 entrée.” Other
elements include outdoor fire pits, bar-and-grill lounges
and gathering spaces that can be used during weekday
hours for impromptu business. “To know how to run a
private golf club, you’ve got to look at the way affluent
people use a Starbucks or a Panera Bread for meetings,”
says Burnett.

To sum it up, the River Oaks softgoods and hardgoods
programs “went tech.” The shop, which Davidson admits
had been “all dark wood and black-and-white Ben Hogan posters,” was given a new color scheme and
brighter lighting. His softgoods displays shifted much
more toward hung garments and away from flat-folded,
because tech fabrics display better that way. “That actually obscured the fact that our inventory units were reduced,” Davidson says. “Members had plenty to look at
and a livelier visual environment.”

It’s becoming clear that member enjoyment can no
longer be a hierarchy, in which a minority of golfers has
most of the fun and keeps to themselves. That’s the belief of Jeff Jackson and his board of directors at Eagle
Creek Golf & Country Club in Naples, Fla. At Eagle
Creek, there’s a new Saturday morning men’s day that
functions as a mixer. Names go in a hat and get drawn to
fill out foursomes on an A-B-C-D basis, using handicap.
“We got the board to spearhead this,” says Jackson.
“We had to break up all the cliques to inject some life
into the golf program. The board—and yes, they have
their own cliques—saw the logic and got behind this
idea.” Do A players really want to labor through 18 holes
with the D golfer along? No, so the event was modified

On the hardgoods side, he invested in a top-of-the-line
launch monitor and hired a TPI-qualified instructor. A
program called GolfFit was designed and rolled out. “We
were already a serious clubfitting facility, but we went up
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to make the foursomes up A-B-A-B and C-D-C-D, three
weekends out of four. On the fourth weekend it sets up
A-B-C-D.

their background is such that they’re less familiar with
how things work.” Part of that unfamiliarity involves a
plain lack of golf experience, and a skill deficit to go
along with it. Like most top clubs, Weston has a major
invitational event highlighting its calendar, with long days
of grueling matches in the summer sun. Among the
newer members, some strode to the counter and said
sign-me-up. At that point, the golf professional who respectfully and diplomatically suggests you reconsider is
doing his job and doing you a favor. “It wasn’t possible in
every case to get the point across,” Cady notes. “Golf
can be a humbling game, and this was a case of that, to
where you might say some lessons were learned, but not
before the experience of the other members was affected.”

The basic idea was to have a system in place so that
new members could be worked into the golf program
comfortably, as they arrive.

“We need a way to keep the new-member effort from
ending in intimidation, where people don’t feel like they
can easily make up a game,” says Jackson. Starting the
Saturday morning mixer had a risk factor. “We didn’t
want to start something and have it cost us players,” he
says, “so we sold it to the guys who are leaders and influencers, and it went from there.” In this still-shaky
economy, you can make a good case to any member for
change, in Jackson’s view. Club life may be working
Every Weston member is welcomed and made to feel
nicely for that low-handicap leader, but no member is an
comfortable in the club’s golf shop, where head profesisland. “Your message says, ‘If
sional and GBN member Adam
we lose members and lose parHemeon sets the tone, but doAt Eagle Creek, there’s a new Satur- ing so requires a different kind
ticipation, it will directly affect
you, because when the club
day morning men’s day that functions of sensitivity than in years past.
falls short of its revenue numas a mixer. Names go in a hat and get “There is such a variety of
bers the next step is assessevents, and such an emphasis
drawn to fill out foursomes on an Aments,’” says Jackson.
on family golf, that we can help
B-C-D basis, using handicap. “We got every member find the activities
When private golf clubs conthey’ll most enjoy,” says Cady.
the board to spearhead this,” says
duct new-member camFor golf professionals, however,
Jeff Jackson. “We had to break up all steering successful people
paigns—which they now seem
to do constantly—they are look- the cliques to inject some life into the away from prestige events and
ing for a husband and wife to
into the weeknight scotch
golf program. The board—and yes,
make a financial decision based
events, at least until they get
on the well-being of themselves they have their own cliques—saw the some seasoning, can be a
and their children as a unit. That logic and got behind this idea.”
thankless task.
being said, joining a club is still
a rite of passage for men
The more things change on the
who’ve always aspired to it. In some cases, the golf proprivate golf club landscape, the more unusual one subfessionals have to work hard to make that passage a
urban Chicago institution, the Old Elm Club, becomes.
smooth one.
But as head golf professional Nick Papadakes points
out, what members of Old Elm want and need is so unCompared to private clubs that went into a tailspin durcomplicated it naturally resists the swirl of change haping the financial shock of 2008-2009, Weston Golf Club
pening around it. “Simple things tend to endure,” says
merely lost a bit of altitude. Located in Weston, Mass.,
Papadakes, a GBN member whose rounds-played tally
perhaps the most desirable of Boston suburbs, the club
comes in at a consistent 5,500 each season. “Our memsaw its sizable waiting list shrink considerably. When
bers come to their club to have lunch and play 18, and
openings occurred due to normal attrition, the new arrithen they head home. But when that member is here, it’s
vals, according to GBN member and assistant golf proan intimate club experience. The golf staff gets to know
fessional Stuart Cady, “weren’t quite as ready to acclithem, because the volume of activity is lower.”
mate to the club culture” as an incoming Weston member from five or 10 years ago. The club did not have to
Can today’s top golf staffs cater to the tradition-minded
lower its initiation fee, so financially these inductees were
in an attentive, very personal fashion—and elsewhere
of equal rank with the veteran members. On the golf
push the envelope with innovative programs to welcome
side, not so much.
newcomers who are looking for a very different club experience than the last generation? Or do a lot of both at
“That’s part of our responsibility as a golf staff,” says
clubs where these populations mix? That’s the complex
Cady, “to help ease people into the club atmosphere, if
challenge in a that-was-then, this-is-now era.
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GBN SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: GREG NORMAN COLLECTION
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Member Q&A: “What I’ve Learned...”
Jim Fitzgerald, Chevy Chase Club
Interview by GBN Member Paul Ramee, Jr.
What is the board and committee structure like?
A governing board of members maintains the Club’s unique environment in a manner consistent with prudent financial stewardship and common interests. Our board is comprised of 15
members with each class of three serving a five year term. Our
standing committees represent the various interest areas of the
Club, however since 1998 they serve only in an advisory capacity with the responsibility for day to day operations having been
delegated to a professional management team.

GBN Member Jim Fitzgerald is the
Head Professional at Chevy Chase
Club in Chevy Chase, Maryland.
This article continues our series
featuring a variety of insights from
highly respected GBN members.

How did the change to COO/GM affect you?
The change was a very positive change. Under the old system, I
worked directly with a committee chair or in some cases the
entire committee. Now I deal with one person who is focused on
the business of the club every day.
I have been fortunate to have two terrific GM’s since we have
made the change, one who served for five years and another for
eight years. They understood golf, are great thinkers and are
very appreciative of what we accomplish in the Golf Department.
It did take a while to adapt to the new structure and alter my
practices. I had to make a conscious effort to work with the
COO/GM. It’s not that I had issues with the new organization, it
was more a matter of breaking old habits. It created more responsibility for me with respect to budgeting, writing articles in
our newsletter and how we compensated our staff. The change
brought more control and more input and in a sense, more work,
but it was good work. I really was able to put my “thumbprint”
on the golf operation from top to bottom.

You’re coming up on a 25th anniversary as Head Professional at Chevy Chase Club—quite an accomplishment. Before we talk about that, can you go back and tell us how you
got started, and what led you to Chevy Chase?
I attended the University of Maryland and when I got out I went
to work for Bill Strausbaugh at Columbia Country Club in 1980.
Dennis Satyshur had just left and it opened up a spot for me. I
spent five seasons at Columbia CC, from 1980 to 1984, in the
capacity of Teaching and Playing Pro. I also served as the
George Washington University Golf Coach in 1982 and ‘83. I
spent the winters from 1982 to 1986 as what they called the
visiting golf professional at Sandy Lane in Barbados.
In 1985 I became the Head Professional at Sankaty Head on
Nantucket, off Cape Cod, and held that six-month-a-year position through 1987. On November 1, 1987 I accepted the Head
Professional position at Chevy Chase Club and have been privileged to serve our membership for 24 years.

After all this time on the job, you must
At the end of the year we sit
know the club intimately. Tell us someDid it help to remove you from some
thing about Chevy Chase Club.
down as a staff and identify
of the political back-and-forth at the
The Chevy Chase Club is a distinctive
five things we did well, five
club? Also, would you say there was
social institution that, since 1892, has
things we could improve on
any downside to the change?
provided members, their families and
did limit the politics. I would say
guests with recreation and refuge from
and five new items for the up- theItonly
downside was that it took
the stresses of daily life. In 1908 Donald
coming year. – Jim Fitzgerald
some time for everyone to understand
Ross designed the first 18 holes and in
their new roles, but there was very little
1921 Colt & Allison re-designed the
grumbling about the new system.
course. In 1997 Arthur Hills was called in to put some bunkers
back in play and alter some of the tees and greens.
You recently renegotiated your contract, can you give me
The celebration of family, a tradition of civility and a commitsome insight as how you went about the process?
ment to excellent facilities and services are hall marks of the
I spent hours with Bob Mulcahy strategizing about the reneChevy Chase Club. We currently have over 2,400 member famigotiation and together Bob and I completed an eight-page report
lies many of whom have belonged for generations. Our club is
that we submitted to the club.
situated on 192 acres and we have 18 holes of golf, an 18-room
To give you some background, when I started in 1987 I was
guest house, three pools, an eight-lane bowling alley, a skating
an independent contractor, I owned the shop, the bag room and
rink, seven paddle courts, 17 outdoor and four indoor tennis
carts. In return I was responsible for paying the staff and covercourts and a fitness center. With all the activities our interaction
ing all the expenses associated with the operation. It was an
with the members is year-round.
awkward arrangement, I always felt funny about raising fees and
With respect to golf we are a caddie club and 70 percent of
after the first year I doubled the payroll because I wanted to proour play is on foot. Our golf calendar includes about 25 major
events each year.
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vide better service, but I did not increase the fee structure to
compensate for my additional expenses.
In 1994 we renegotiated and I gave all the concessions back
except the golf shop, club repair and my lessons. The employees became club employees and it was a better situation.
So when we just recently negotiated a new agreement, I had
numerous positive performance reviews and my goal was to get
the job to where it should be from a compensation and benefits
standpoint. We were successful and my only regret and advice
for others would be that I should have done this years earlier. I
definitely waited too long before asking for help and advice. The
assistance with negotiating is critical, let me emphasize that. Do
your research and prove your value through performance appraisals. You should feel comfortable in what you are asking for.
Be realistic, but be firm with what you believe is a fair package.

The Chevy Chase Club near Washington, D.C. was founded in 1892.

How do you deal with staff compensation?
The staff is typically given a cost of living increase, annually we
prepare a budget by person, by week and this allows us to get
an understanding of what each individual will make annually. If
we believe that someone is performing well, we can submit for
an increase above the cost-of-living bump.

My assistants can stay with me for as long as needed until they
find their own job. I have had guys stay with me for up to seven
years. I typically have six to 12 individuals in outside operations
and two interns, one for seven months who typically works inside and another for three months who works outside operation.
How do you break up responsibilities among staff members?
My fourth assistant typically runs the junior tournaments and
my second and third run the two ladies groups. The staff will
then divide the remaining bigger club events equally so everyone
is responsible for an event from start to finish. The shop is broken up and the staff is responsible for the inventory and future
orders in the various categories. With respect to teaching the
assistants work six-hour shop shifts, either 7 to 1 or 1 to 7 and
are free to teach on their non-shop time.

What changes to your operation have you implemented recently?
Annually at the end of the year we sit down as a staff and identify five things we did well, five things we could improve on and
five new items for the upcoming year. The ideas are submitted
anonymously and we then associate a cost, the merits of each
idea and decide if we are going to implement. This helps to empower the staff to be more involved.
We also have display contests, I break the shop up into quadrants and the staff is each responsible for an area and my wife
will come in and rate them. The section that she believes looks
the best will win a bonus.
I have delegated more to my staff. One person cannot do
everything, that’s a lesson you learn. I allow my staff to evaluate
me at the end of the year, which is an interesting exercise.

How optimistic or pessimistic are you about the current golf
landscape?
I am fairly optimistic that golf is going to do well. I have always been a quality not quantity guy and I believe that if you do
things professionally, good things will happen and that the quality places will remain healthy.
However, I am pessimistic about the new golfer and their respect for the game. I am concerned that the important factors
like course etiquette are getting diluted. I am concerned that, in
an effort to make the game more inclusive, we are compromising
what makes the game so special.

Explain to me your staff make-up.
I have a starter and a caddie master and I have employed a
teaching professional for 15 years. I have four assistant professionals, three of whom are year-round and one who is seasonal.

The Chevy Chase Club offers year-round social and athletic activities including a full size ice rink.
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: SWING PAL

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: 3D guru training systems
What is swinguru™? swinguru™ debuted in the United
As a GBN member you’ll receive a $1,495 discount upon
States last month at the GBN Summit. It is a new 3D golf traipurchase. Also included is a one-year full software upgrade
ning and teaching system. Easy to use, intuitive and interactive,
and support package.
swinguru™ invites golfers to a different kind of digital expeWant to know more? Visit gurutrainingsystems.com, email
rience. Engineered by golfers for golfers, the software uses stainfo@gurutrainingsystems.com or stop by booth #1373 at the
te-of-the-art 3D motion capture technology, needing only one
2012 PGA Merchandise Show.
camera to support and cover each and every
swing and body angle.
What can swinguru™ do? swinguru™
records and replays the swings automatically
after detection. Each swing can be controlled
by offering traditional pause, forward,
backward and frame-by-frame video. Simultaneous top, side and front views are shown
on the same screen. The software recognizes
each body gesture and therefore no mouse
or keyboard is necessary.
Each training session is automatically
saved including all swing data for replay or
comparison at any time. Swing movements
can also be recorded as pictures with the
sophisticated “match pose function”. This
function freezes the golfer’s set up, 9
o’clock and top of backswing positions for
comparison and direct feedback training.
swinguru™ creates 3D imaging of your student’s swing without a vest or cables.
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GBN 2011 SUMMIT HIGHLIGHTS

Our First Combined Summit Yielded Many
Fresh Ideas For the Entire Golf Operation
The first-ever combined Golf Business Network summit took place last month at the
beautiful Villas at Grand Cypress in Orlando,
Florida. The event offered a unique opportunity for our golf professional members and
instructor members to network and learn
from each other. The response was overwhelmingly positive and the presentations
throughout the week were outstanding.
Day 1 (Sunday) was all about retailing as
Green Grass One’s Leigha Main and Kevin
McCafferty spent three hours delving into
the intricacies of building efficient buying
plans, effectively using mark-downs and
close-outs and keys to managing inventory
turnover.
The Grand Cypress Conference Center was filled for the inaugural GBN Combined
Monday brought a detailed analysis by
Golf Professional and Instructor Summit on October 2-5.
GBN CEO Bob Mulcahy about how golf
professionals must create more value to protect their
turing Rick Grayson, Chris Kenny and Henry Brunton.
jobs and help their facilities grow their memberships. He
Devoted to player development, it was loaded with pracalso talked about the strategies behind building a fivetical ideas any facility can adopt to increase participation.
year plan for your career, which will be a big focus in
Tuesday was our first-ever combined summit day and
2012 at GBN as we help all of our members better unit was packed with fresh ideas. The day began with Darderstand how to reach your career goals. Monday mornren May from The Bear’s Club explaining how he fits
ing concluded with our No Golfer Left Behind panel feaclubs as an instructor. He told some great stories about

(Left) GBN’s CEO Bob Mulcahy discusses the keys to creating a smart five-year career plan. (Middle and right) David Leadbetter talks
about the keys to his success over the past three decades and what GBN members should focus on to reach their potential as teachers.
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(Left) Kraig Kann explains how to stand out from the crowd. (Middle) Martin Hall demonstrates one of the dozens of drills he offered
during his presentation. (Right) Tim Mahoney revealed what really matters to facility management when it comes to instruction.
helping Jack Nicklaus get fit for a
driver that you’ll want to watch on the
video when it is posted on the members only website.
The rest of the day was spent at
the Grand Cypress Academy of Golf
where Fred Griffin, the academy’s
director, offered his thoughts on teaching pitching more effectively. He was
followed by David Leadbetter. We
asked David to do something a bit different and to reflect on his thoughts on
what it takes to become a great instructor. He delivered two hours of
introspection that revealed a lot about
why David became the top ranked
teacher on the planet.

The day also included more than
20 participating companies in our annual Instruction Products Demo Day.
The final day (Wednesday) took
everyone back into the conference
center. The morning got off to a rousing start with Kraig Kann, formerly of
Golf Channel, firing everyone up with
The Importance of Standing Out. He
was followed by Theresa McKeon of
TAG Teach International and her presentation on using a “Tagger” to eliminate excessive verbal cues was fresh
and fascinating. Tim Mahoney of
Troon Golf used his unique experiences as both a top teacher and a
manager for Troon to provide practical
advice on building your teaching brand

while helping your facility to meet its
financial needs and grow.
The afternoon kicked off with Dr.
Timothy Lee of McMaster University
explaining the Science of Acquiring
and Retaining Golf Skills. Dr. Lee is
one of the world’s foremost experts in
motor skill learning.
The summit concluded with the
host of Golf Channel’s School of Golf,
Martin Hall, delving into the creativity
he uses to come up with the hundreds
of unique drills and training aids he
has developed for his lessons.
Make sure to watch all the 2011
Combined Summit videos as they will
begin appearing on the members only
website in the next couple of weeks.

(Left) Rick Grayson, Chris Kenney and Henry Brunton discuss player development. (Middle) Darren May shows everyone some clubfitting secrets he used fitting Jack Nicklaus. (Right) Luanne Cherney (left) and Megan Padua (right) help Theresa McKeon make a point.
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GBN MEMBER MILESTONES

Marriott and Nilsson
Launch New Mobile App

Mike Gray qualifies for Senior PGA Championship at 23rd Senior PGA Club Professional
Championship

As more and more of our
GBN members create mobile apps we’ll do our best
to feature as many as we
can in our newsletters. Lynn
Marriott and Pia Nilsson of
VISION54 have launched
Play Your Best Golf Now for
the iPad, iPod and iPhone.
This app offers drills, exercises, games, tools to track
a golfer’s progress and a guided imagery session.
All of the Apps features are designed to help golfers
take their best game onto the golf course in a fun
and easy to integrate way. The App is $9.99 in Apples App Store.

GBN Golf Professional member Mike Gray, Indian Creek Club qualified for the 2012 Senior PGA
Championship last month at the Senior PGA Club
Professional Championship. Kevin Marion, Old Elm
Club, and Mike Malaska, Superstition Mountain
G&CC, also made the cut.
Mike Barge, Hazeltine National Golf Club;
Baker Maddera, Rock Spring Club; Chuck Cook,
Barton Creek Resort; and Jim Sobb, The Ivanhoe
Club also competed.

Crews, Whaley and Weller Among LPGA
Award Winners for 2011
Dr. Debbie Crews, who teaches at
ASU Karsten G.C. in Tempe, AZ
and is a GBN Instructor Division
member has been honored with
the 2011 Ellen Griffin Rolex Award
for her superior contributions to the
teaching of golf. The LPGA Teaching and Club Professionals also
Dr. Debbie Crews
announced that their 2011
Teacher of the Year winners include GBN members
Suzy Whaley, Cromwell, CT in the Northeast Section and Nicole Weller, Savanah, GA in the Southeast Section.

Hall of Fame Effort for Way
In October, Grant Way, GBN’s Director of Membership Services –
as a member of the 2002-2003
Men’s Collegiate Soccer team –
was inducted into the Brock Hall
of Fame at Randolph Macon
College. His team was 22-0 and
the only team in school history to
Grant Way
go undefeated and make it all the
way to the NCAA Division III Final. We congratulate
Grant on this significant accomplishment.
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